THE PACIFIC ISLANDS
CREATION OF NEW LNG SALES MARKETS
LNG SUPPLY CONCEPT IN SMALL
QUANTITIES
4I’S CNMI, LLC
Victor Popolitov - President
Project MG: “New LNG sales market - LNG supply concept in small quantities”
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CHALLENGES
The Pacific islands have common problems. The majority of them are significantly
worse compare to the same problems of the mainland. The following problems are:

!!High

energy cost caused by overpriced mineral energy (diesel, fuel oil etc..)
compare to continental prices for the same type of mineral energy;

!!Extremely high fuel and lubricants cost for vehicles and transportation;
!!Water deficiency and its high cost (no grants are available);
!!As a result, there are many incentives and grants available that don’t get

used
over a long period of time. Local companies have difficulties doing business on
islands and at the same time they are limited to the outside markets to sell their
goods/services;

!!The

above problems have a negative influence on locals. The majority of
population lives on welfare and relies on social programs, which designed to
promote the basic physical and material well-being of people in need.

ENERGY COST 0.35-0.55 $/KWH
GAS/DIESEL COST 5-6 $/BBL OR 36-43 $/MMBTU
MG «New LNG Markets»
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CHALLENGES
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SOLUTIONS
Currently, the Pacific islands do not use
natural gas (NG) due to lack of port
infrastructures, which would allow receiving
of LNG tankers of amounts between 35 and
265 thousand cubic meters at once.

4I’s CNMI has ready solutions for NG
delivery to the Pacific islands,
including delivery of NG to an
individual homeowner.
MG «New LNG Markets»
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AN INFRASTRUCTURE CONCEPT
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OPPORTUNITIES
A desire of LNG manufactures to find new sales markets is supported by the following information:

"! Pipeline

Gas Transportation faces strong competition from those, who supply LNG to Europe, India
and China; USA is slowly turning into a LNG supplier after being a LNG consumer for many years; for
the next 5 years new LNG suppliers from Russia (Gazprom, Rosneft, Novatek, Lukoil ), Australia,
Canada, Nigeria, Indonesia, and Malaysia will result in 27% production increase of natural gas per
year - from 280.9 million tons to 365.5 million tons (source: MGS, 2013).

A desire of ocean and intermodal LNG carriers to find new sales markets is supported by the following
information:

"! Large LNG producers start creating their own tanker fleets; traditional carriers are facing a dilemma
of how to keep their profits up without reducing the prices for LNG transportation;

"! All

major LNG transportation companies are currently developing new technologies to be able to
satisfy the needs of their customers, from the largest users of LNG to individual homeowners. The
leading companies in the field of LNG transportation are: I.M. Skaugen Group (Norgas, SPT, Nordic
LNG, Bahrain LNG), Höegh LNG, Maersk Line, Argent Marine, Marine Service, Linde, Liquiline and
others.

A desire of power producers on islands to have LNG available as an alternative to fuel oil and diesel is
supported by the following reasons:

"! To reduce the net cost of electricity by reducing the cost of energy source;
"! To increase energy production and to ensure profit;
"! To replace outdated power generation technology with a new efficient technology, which will include
systems for energy conservation.

MG «New LNG Markets»
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INITIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
LNG loading in the ocean
from FSRU takers, mini
tankers, barges and
containers

FSRU tankers are able
to receive and
distribute LNG

Utilizing FSRU
tankers as receiving
LNG terminals
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LNG receiving port
with a 160,000.00 m!
of storage capacity

SECONDARY INFRASTRUCTURE
A small LNG tanker (10,000 12,000 m!) from I.M. Skaugen
Group

A small LNG port with a 10,000-30,000 m! of
storage capacity I.M. Skaugen Group

Carriers for ISO LNG containers

A receiving port for LNG with
exchange module system from
Maersk Argent

A combined transportation
system from Maersk Argent
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INTERMODAL LNGC TRANSPORT SYSTEM
termodal LNGC
Garbage Trucks
Buses

By Rail
LNG or CNG
Fueling Station

By Truck

Container Terminal

A receiving port for LNG with
exchange
module system
Industrial Facility

Trucks
Taxis & Cars

LNG loading in
the ocean

Intermodal LNGC
By Water
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LNG Loading
Terminal

9
Argent Marine Companies

INTERMODAL LNGC

ISO Tanktainers: efficient storage, loading and transport

Trucking
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A FUTURE PROJECT IN THE CNMI
Small LNG port with a 10,000-20,000 m! of
storage capacity on Saipan or Tinian

Different types of LNG delivery to
the islands of the CNMI

MS1-2: IPP for CUC CNMI /USA
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A FUTURE PROJECT IN THE CNMI(2)

Combined systems for energy
production for the CNMI islands

MS1-2: IPP for CUC CNMI /USA
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ANECDOTAL CASE
This is also gas,
but it’s not
about us...

MG «New LNG Markets»
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INVITATION
4I’s CNMI invites investors, potential
customers and experts to participate in
this and other related projects
Don’t lose your way to us!
Email v.popolitov@4icnni.com
Call +1 (720) 217-3066

Victor Popolitov
President/Owner
4I’s CNMI, LLC
MG «New LNG Markets»
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